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WELCOME
90% of the people we work with achieve their
objectives during the first six weeks of working with
us.
We specialise in helping people achieve things which
they never thought were possible. In this eBook, we
want to help you to do the same.
So you downloaded a book with ‘nutrition’ in the title
and it’s likely that some kind of struggle brought you
here. Problems with your health? Troubles sticking to
a healthier diet? Difficulty losing weight? Maybe
problems with body image and self-esteem? You are
not alone.

OUR THREE STEP METHOD
Nutrition Reboot is designed to get your nutrition off
to a great start using our simple 3 step method.

1. Data Collection
Meal Logger
My Fitness Pal
Pen and paper

2. Consistent Quality
Food Shop and Homemade
Delivered and Homemade
Delivered and Pre-Prepared

3. Pick One Change
Breakfast
Main Meals
Snacks

STEP 1: DATA COLLECTION
With every new client, we recommend they collect
data by logging their meals so that we can see where
you are starting from.
Generic meal plans rarely work, so before you make
any changes, it’s useful to reflect on what changes
you could make and then which are the most
important right now.
If you decide to just go with the flow, that’s fine also.
But be aware that our mind filters observations. We
often observe only what we want to or expect to
observe.
For example, we may not remember certain actions
of ourselves such as eating the doughnut but will
notice those actions in friends and family.

STEP 1: DATA COLLECTION
Start by picking your data collection tool. In our
experience these are the best options:

Meal Logger
Simply take a photo of your food or type it in if
easier. You can also track your portions of protein,
carbs and fats etc. in line with our recommendations.
www.meallogger.com/

My Fitness Pal
Meal Logger is easiest to use in our opinion but some
people prefer My Fitness Pal. You can save recipes
which is useful if you cook the same meals a lot. You
can scan barcodes of food to upload the nutrition
automatically. It also provides you with numerical
data regarding the amount of protein, carbs and fats
you are eating which can be useful for more advanced
clients.
www.myfitnesspal.com

Pen and Paper
Some of our clients prefer good old pen and paper
and for some, this can be a great tool, especially
when people record their feelings of hunger before
and after to enhance their mindful eating skills

STEP 2: EAT GOOD QUALITY
FOOD CONSISTENTLY
Eating good quality nutrition means eating real
minimally processed foods. This includes fresh
vegetables, fruit, meat, eggs and dairy. Generally, if it
is eaten by an animal then you’re on the right track.
Consistency means eating real food 90% of the time.
Eating treats and drinking alcohol can be part of a
normal healthy diet but there is a limit to how much
you can get away with.
The plate below is designed to help you think about
the priorities of what your plate should look like.
Protein and vegetables are less convenient to prepare
and eat on the go, which is why we prioritise these
first. Carbs and fats vary depending on activity levels.

STEP 2: EAT GOOD QUALITY
FOOD CONSISTENTLY
Getting into good habits during the week mean that
social events at the weekend will not have so much
of an impact on your goals.
If you are able to eat good quality nutrition 90% of
the time then you will be successful. In our
experience, there are three ways of achieving this
most effectively:

Homemade Food
This involves planning your meals for the week ahead,
creating a shopping list, buying the ingredients and
then preparing your homemade meals.
Pros: The most sustainable and economical way to
get good quality nutrition. You have full control over
what you eat and can do some batch cooking to
freeze your own ready meals.
Cons: Achieving this consistently requires an
advanced level of planning, preparing and learning
from mistakes. For example, you may do a food shop
every Sunday but get thrown when you’re away for
the weekend. Being able to plan and prepare skillfully
is key.

STEP 2: EAT GOOD QUALITY
FOOD CONSISTENTLY
If you’re willing to pay a little extra, companies like
Hello Fresh and Gousto deliver tasty recipes with just
the right amount of fresh ingredients to your home or
work, as often as you like. Using companies like these
takes out the need to plan your meals and for
supermarket shops.
However, you pay for the convenience and so is not
as economical as planning and preparing the recipes
and ingredients yourself. Also if you don’t like the
recipes then there’s not a lot you can do although
they are normally very good and tasty.

Pre-Prepared
Companies like Prepped or Muscle Food deliver high
quality, pre-prepared ready meals to your home or
work, as often or as little as you like. You can also
buy nutritious ready-made meals from some local
supermarkets such as the M&S Balanced For You
range.
Pros: By far the easiest way of getting good quality
nutrition consistently, especially when paired with
good choices from local shops. They are also great for
controlling portion sizes, as they come with just the
right amount of macronutrients and calories.

STEP 2: EAT GOOD QUALITY
FOOD CONSISTENTLY
Cons: The more convenient the more you pay (£3.50
to £5 a meal). They taste great but don’t taste quite
as good as good homemade meals. Most meals can
be stored in the freezer and can last up to 3 months.

STEP 3: PICK ONE CHANGE
Habits are useful shortcuts. You can wash your hair
without thinking about it while thinking about the
million to-dos on your list. Coffee can be made on a
rushed morning with little if any, attention.
Mindfully committing yourself to tasks is great when
you have the time. But sometimes things just have to
get done. Equally, habits can help us regularly do
things we don’t particularly enjoy.
People struggle to give up bad habits. But good habits
can be powerful too. It makes sense to take
advantage of this. So we advocate a habit based
approached for clients.
Healthy habits = automatically making healthy
choices.
We recommend our clients work to form healthy
habits one at a time. Research shows this is the most
effective way to achieve behaviour change. And
behaviour change is what leads to achieving your
goals.
We recommend that each recipe you choose, whether
preprepared or cooked by yourself, is based on the
Health by Science Plate on the next page. It’s a great
tool for helping you work out what you should have
on your plate and how much.

STEP 3: PICK ONE CHANGE

Counting calories can be inaccurate, tedious and
complicated. Instead, at Health by Science, we
recommend focusing on the quality of your nutrition
and not just the calories.
A great habit to get into when choosing or preparing a
meal is to think “protein and lots of veg”.
Carbohydrates and fats are widely available and
cheap which makes them easier to overeat. If you're
very active and you need more, you'll have no
problem finding them. That's why we put more of an
emphasis on getting protein and lots of veg onto your
plate every meal.
Click here for some ideas for your nutrition changes.
Click here to read all you need to know about carbs.
Click here to read all you need to know about protein.
Click here to read all you need to know about fats.

TREATS
Aim for 80% good quality nutrition, 20% treats.
We define treats as foods which provide no
nutritional value (i.e. they won’t improve the way you
look, feel or perform) and are eaten because they
provide emotional pleasure and/or convenience.
So if you have 3 main meals and two snacks a day (5
a day, 35 in a week), you could eat roughly 7 treats a
week and still achieve great results.
One treat equals roughly 250 calories.
This could be:
an extra portion of carbohydrate (cupped hand),
an extra portion of fat (thumb sized),
75g of cheese,
1 packet of crisps,
1 chocolate bar,
1 sweets bar,
6 small sweets,
6 celebration chocolates,
3 biscuits,
a slice of cake,
a pint of beer,
a large glass of wine,
1 rum/whisky/vodka and coke.

FRUIT AND VEG
Five portions of fruit and veg a day are good for you,
but research suggests 10 is much better and could
prevent up to 7.8 million premature deaths worldwide
every year.
***TOP TIP: Buy frozen fruit and veg for long-lasting
nutrition that doesn’t go off quickly.
And remember, what gets measured gets managed so
if you want to improve your nutrition, we highly
recommend using Meal Logger, My Fitness Pal or pen
and paper to improve your awareness of your
nutrition. Or if your one of our Personal Training
clients, use our Nutrition Habit tracker sent to you
each day.
On the next page we have provided you with a Meal
Plan Builder. This is not a diet. This is a template
based on the principles of great nutrition, for you to
build the meal plan that will help you to look, feel
and perform at your best.

MEAL PLAN BUILDER
From the list below, pick one breakfast, two main
meals and up to two snack options.
For the recipe of the meals click on the name and for
a full list of all our recommended recipes click HERE.

Breakfast
Green Warrior Smoothie
Avocado Eggs
Fruit and Yogurt
Bircher Muesli
Porridge Fruit and Honey
Fruit
Boiled Eggs
Protein Shake
Protein Pancakes
Omelette
Nothing

Main Meals

Snacks

Tuna Nicoise Salad
Southwest Taco Salad
BBQ Chicken Gem Lettuce
Chicken Teriyaki Stir Fry
Louisana Spiced Steak
Grilled Salmon
Slow Cooked Chicken Casserole
Slow Cooked Chilli con Carne
Slow Cooked Chicken Tikka
Spanish Chicken
Prawn Pak Choi Stir Fry
Paprika Spiced Cod
Beef Kofta Curry

Boiled Eggs
Handful of Nuts
Tinned Fish
Fruit and Yogurt
Protein Shake
Protein Bar
Coconut Balls
Soup
Banana Nut Squares
Nothing

WHAT WORKS FOR OUR
CLIENTS?
Every client who succeeds in sustaining great weight
loss results does so by learning from their failures.
Eating good quality nutrition consistently sounds
simple enough. But in reality, it’s a complicated
process. It involves being aware of what you are doing
right now and making small changes that lead to big
results. One at a time, until they become a habit.
Underpinning all great results is allocating a small
amount of time each week to plan and prepare This
minimises the risk of failure, just like in all aspects of
life.
Each successful weight loss client uses different diet
and nutrition methods, unique to their history,
lifestyle, preferences and goals. However, there are
some common traits that all our successful clients
use, consistently. All of them:
• Learn from mistakes and have self-compassion
when things don’t go to plan.
• Plan and prepare for the week ahead
• Eat slowly/mindfully
• Understand why they need protein, carbs and fats,
how much they need and what the good and poor
quality sources are.
• Eat good quality nutrition 90% of the time.

